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Total Solution for Bodyshop Management

The effective control and

What are the key areas
4

management of labour, parts

that make a bodyshop

and paint are the key areas of

successful?

Auto Soft maximises profit by

* For more information, contact Auto Soft on 0208 814 0800, or visit www.autosoft.co.uk

12%

20%

66%

a successful bodyshop.
helping you manage the key

Q

areas of your business.
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98% Profit From 3 Key Areas
Labour
Parts
P&M
Other

66%
20%
12%
2%

A

Total Solution for Bodyshop Management

Bodyshops ranking in the top
25% for profitability know and

Do you know where your
6

effectively manage the three key
areas of their business.

bodyshop ranks amongst
the top performers?

* For more information, contact Auto Soft on 0208 814 0800, or visit www.autosoft.co.uk
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Auto Soft total bodyshop
solution captures and manages
key information to give your

Q

business the edge required to
compete effectively.

Top Auto Soft performance
UK high
UK low

A

Total Solution for Bodyshop Management

Auto Soft can provide you with
a great system, highly efficient

Why do Bodyshops
8

processes and industry specific
knowledge to help successfully

need Auto Soft?

* For more information, contact Auto Soft on 0208 814 0800, or visit www.autosoft.co.uk

GOOD
system

manage your business.

Q

Auto Soft total bodyshop and
workshop solution has it all.

9
GOOD
processes

GOOD
management

THINGS TO KNOW

Total Solution for Bodyshop Management

Core Components

What can Auto Soft do
for your business?
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Profits from Labour
Profits from Parts and P&M

Well, it’s simple!

Labour

As you can see over 65% of total bodyshop profits come from

We provide the total bodyshop solution for your business.

Q

Comprehensive management system solution

labour. Users that follow the Auto Soft Management System and

Enable optimal decision making

processes are amongst the top 25% of all UK repairers. The key

Cost effective business processes

to their success is in managing core areas.

Focus on key areas to improve profitability

** Data
research 2008
in UKAuto
For from
moremarket
information,
contact

Soft on 0208 814 0800, or visit www.autosoft.co.uk

Total Solution for Bodyshop Management

THINGS TO KNOW
Time Management-

Auto Soft
Time Management Engine
Labour contributes over 65% gross margin in a bodyshop.
Effective time management is key to the success of a bodyshop.

Auto Soft solves the complexities in managing time accurately
so you can maximise labour profit.

* For more information, contact Auto Soft on 0208 814 0800, or visit www.autosoft.co.uk

Job card
Hrs

Q

Attended
Hrs

Company
Efficiency

Company
Productivity

analysis to effectively manage your workshop performance.

Saved
Hrs

complexities solved!
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The Auto Soft Time Management Engine produces precise

Sold
Hrs
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Unproductive
Hrs

Technician
Efficiency
Shared
Hrs
Technician
Productivity

Utilisation

Rectification
Hrs

Several
Technicians’
on one job

One
Technician on
many jobs

Productive
Hrs
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THINGS TO KNOW

Auto Soft
Birds Eye View

Product overview

Invoicing
Accurate timely invoices
sent via email or printed
Management Reporting
KPI reporting to easily
manage the business
Claim Management
Claims handled accurately
significantly reducing queries
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Waiting Area
Manage and provide
excellent customer care

Auto Soft encompasses all aspects of

Parts Receivals
Managing your parts receivals with ease

bodyshop and workshop management. From
handling customers at reception to office admin
to claims management all aspects are efficiently managed.
The most advanced platform is used in the Auto Soft
system to ensure your business is future proof.

Q

Purchasing
Controlling your parts orders,
returns, credit notes with ease
Accounting
Reduce accounting costs by
interfacing with Auto Soft
Parts Returns
Tracking all your credit notes
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EASY

Total Solution for Bodyshop Management

TO USE
WIP System

Auto Soft is
easy to use

[ work in progress]
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17
An example of real-time Work In Progress screen

I-card system shows progress of repairs in real-time

Q

Auto Soft is the most user friendly system in the marketplace. All key

The WIP screen displays real-time progress of the repair. At a

information appears on live screens such as live I-cards which are like

glance the colours indicate whether the repair is likely to make a

T-Cards. It also shows live Work In Progress information to ensure

profit or loss. Consequently, action can be taken before a loss is

that action can be taken during the repair process.

incurred i.e. during the repair process.

* For more information, contact Auto Soft on 0208 814 0800, or visit www.autosoft.co.uk
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EASY

TO USE
Workshop
Performance

Technician
Analysis
Report

The workshop technicians’

18
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performance is also presented
Workshop Performance KPI Report

graphically for the management
team. The graphs identifies

Q

The workshop technicians’ performance highlights key information in a

strengths and weakness amongst

user friendly report. All workshop staff are measured using industry stan-

the technicians employed.

dard indicators to assess how well they are performing. We can assist

These charts can be viewed on

in improving technician performance by using our industry knowledge.

a daily, weekly or monthly basis.

* For more information, contact Auto Soft on 0208 814 0800, or visit www.autosoft.co.uk

* Display chart system may differ.

Workshop Performance Graphs

EASY

Total Solution for Bodyshop Management
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TO USE

Job Cards

Profit & Loss Report

Job Cards are designed in Auto

The Profit & Loss report highlights

Soft to closely reflect workshop

all key areas of a bodyshop and

processes such as Strip, Refit,

workshop. It brings together all

Prepare, Paint, Polish etc.

data individually detailed in other

Auto Soft will import all data from

reports and combines a summary

Audatex, GMX, Inter-est and
other estimating systems and
then re-configure the imported
data to make it easier to use.

Job Card created in Auto Soft

* For more information, contact Auto Soft on 0208 814 0800, or visit www.autosoft.co.uk

Q
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of your business profitability in
one single report. This report is
available 1 day after month end
for the management team.

Profit and Loss report

Total Solution for Bodyshop Management

Platform
24

[Latest future proof
infrastructure]

Mercedes ITAS

The New Efficiency

Auto Soft uses the very latest tech-

Mercedes Benz approved body-

nologies to maximise your business

shops now require their data to be

benefits- technologies which previ-

automatically uploaded.

ously were only available to large

Auto Soft were one of the first

businesses. We use platforms which

companies to build this interface

allow small and medium sized businesses to leverage a technological
advantage without incurring large
technology and infrastructure costs.

Q

Our Server 2008/SQL 2008 and.net
technologies allow you to seamlessly
link your business to the internet,
intranet and future proof any links that
may be needed by your work-providers.
All this is ultimately designed to give
your business the professional edge
to compete in the 21st Century.

and is now live at all our Mercedes
approved customers. ITAS interfaces with Auto Soft seamlessly to
maximise staff productivity.

Auto Soft
ITAS app

SQL
server

XML
gateway

ITAS
server
to

Mercedes
Benz
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I Track

PAS125 & Beyond

[Web based vehicle
tracking system]

[Quality Control forms]

Your bodyshop
can now provide a
service to your key
customers/work
providers to track
the progress of
their vehicles via
the internet.

26

As PAS 125 is becoming an industry standard, Auto Soft have deve-

27

loped the appropriate controls and
checklists to help bodyshops and
workshops meet the standards set

Q

iTrack is a web based online vehicle repair at anytime. You can choose
tracking system which allows your which parts of the repair processes

in place. Our system has manu-

key customers and work provid-

are shown and how the data is dis-

quality control and repair method

ers to check the progress of their

played on screen and on reports.

forms built in for easy access.

facturer and Insurance Company
Repair method & Quality control forms

* In addition the job cards are re-designed to cater for additional PAS and manufacturer audit requirements.

Total Solution for Bodyshop Management

Estimating Systems

Parts Control

[ Audatex, GMX, Inter-est etc]

[Parts control with ease]

Customers often ask if it’s possible to
28

enter fax details in our management

Managing parts is made easy using
User friendly job cards

Auto Manager Pro. All parts are

system and then export data to Auda-

ordered and tracked to ensure a full

tex. We have a complete two way inte-

audit trail is maintained in the order

gration with Audatex to enable you to

process. Parts are received and

export data to audatex. We also link to
all major estimating systems. Our job
cards are converted to a format which
maximises bodyshop profitability.

Links to
Estimating
Systems

Q
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checked against supplier discounts.
If parts need to be returned, these
are recorded and tracked to ensure
credit notes are received.

Any parts where the bodyshop pays more
than the estimated price as per Audatex
GMX etc. are reported to the Estimator to
ensure that the estimate is re-authorised
avoiding any discrepancies on invoicing.

Total Solution for Bodyshop Management
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Process Flowcharts

Margin Comparison

[Efficiency comes from processes]

[ ooooo ooo ooo oo oooo oooo]

For each stage in the bodyshop

The average bodyshop net margin

process we have a process

is 5% and those that use Auto Soft

flowchart to prevent duplication

total solution are enjoying between

of work. At each stage of the

12% and 20%. The key to greater

repair process your business can

profit is controlling the key areas ef-

increase efficiency by ensuring
that staff follow the processes
in place to avoid unnecessary
duplication of work.

Q

Embedded processes allow smooth running of all departments and will improve
etc.. In addition the processes ensure that
nothing is missed and the business functions smoothly across all departments.

fectively. Auto Soft can help increase
margins by extracting greater value

30

20
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10

Net Margin with Auto Soft
Average net margin in UK

from areas producing the greatest
margins in your business.

Margin comparison graph

Total Solution for Bodyshop Management

Why do
bodyshops
choose
Auto Soft
32

Identifies, control and monitors
key areas of your business
Brings together people, processes
and technology to provide a total
bodyshop management solution
A system that is very powerful, easy
to use and extremely cost effective
No long term contracts to tie
your business
All businesses no matter how small
can afford Auto Soft
Flexible pricing to suit even
the smallest business

What is Auto Soft?
Auto Soft is a fully integrated auto bodyshop and workshop
management system.
What does Auto Soft do for my business?
Auto Soft is designed to increase your profits by focusing on
the key areas of your business.
Do you link to ITAS (Mercedes Interface)?
Yes we are fully compliant with ITAS links.
How long does it take to get this system up and running?
After the first 3 days of training, most users will be able to use
the system.
How does Auto Soft system compare to other systems in
the market place?
Our system is extremely powerful, easy to use and very cost
effective. Auto Soft’s proprietary Reporting and Time Management System has unrivalled capabilities. We are confident that
our product is unmatched in terms of cost; ease of use and as
a tool to effectively manage the bodyshop environment.
Do any Auto Soft customers have Manufacturer approvals?
Yes. We have customers who are approved by several manufacturers including BMW, Mercedes, Jaguar, Audi, Honda and
Vauxhall.
Do I have to enter into long-term contracts?
The contract length is only 3 months, after which you can
terminate the contract if you wish.

* For more information, contact Auto Soft on 0208 814 0800, or visit www.autosoft.co.uk

Can I see this system live at an existing customer site?
Yes. You are most welcome to talk to our existing customers.
Does Auto Soft cater for Mechanical workshops?
Yes. You can tailor the Bodyshop Management System to
produce job cards and invoices for the Mechanical Shop.
Do any Auto Soft customers have Insurance approvals?
Yes. The majority of bodyshops in the country have insurance approvals.
Why choose Auto Soft?
Our system is specifically designed to increases your
company profits. We offer a money back guarantee on our
rentals for up to 3 months after installation.
What happens if I don’t like the system? Can I get my
money back?
Yes. We offer a full money back guarantee on all of the software rentals paid if you are not completely satisfied within 3
months of installation.
Are there any hidden costs?
There are no hidden costs. Our simple pricing clearly shows
you the costs, products and services you are going to receive.
Optional modules cost?
All modules except I-track are included in our pricing.
However the creation of I-track allows you to determine the
progress of your vehicles via the website. The costs of implementation of web links are the only extra costs you need

to consider if you decide to purchase the I-track option.
Does it cost extra for links to Audatex , Glassmatix,
Quoits, Sage or Paint Scales?
All these links are provided free of charge.
How does Auto Soft increase my company profits?
We do this by targeting specific areas within your business
where we believe that Auto Soft can add significant value
and where savings can be made:
The areas are:
1 Accurate time management of all your technicians.
Reporting on technicians efficiency, productivity and most
importantly utilisation of their time.
2 Reducing Estimate production to enable the estimator to
spend more time on estimating and getting the most value
on every job.
3 Comprehensive parts control. Here, all your discounts
received, part returns and links to accounting systems are
carefully managed to save your accountant time and you
money by making sure discounts are fully taken and monitored.
4 Customer care is improved significantly by the use of Electronic T cards, Text messaging. This allows us to manage
customer expectations and improve service levels.
5 Providing the Bodyshop Manager with the tools to effectively control the business. e.g. the Live WIP screen
provides real time warnings of all work being carried out
and which work is likely to end up in losses for the company unless action is taken.
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O U R

Bringing it all together

B A C K G R O U N D

Auto Soft UK Limited is a leading provider of Software and related
services to Accident Repair Centres(Bodyshops). Based in the United

Regent street, London
United Kingdom

Kingdom, Auto Soft uses leading edge technology to increase the value
of companies within the automotive accident repair space.

Auto Soft brings the total bodyshop
34

Our primary resource is our highly skilled workforce that can utilise new
technologies with an in-depth understanding of the automotive repair

solution for your business which

TECHNOLOGY

incorporates the latest Paperless

35

industry; to bring a solution that has been recognised as one that can
increase a company’s value and profits.

Office System solutions.
Our premier solution optimises your

Ealing, London
United Kingdom

Working in direct partnership with not only repair centre throughout
PEOPLE

the UK, but also with key financial partners, such as - Kuvera Capital
PROCESS

teams’ strengths to deliver new levels

Marine Parade
Singapore

Partners LLP, providing management consultancy, we have demonstrated
a body repair centre can unlock its true value and consequently be a

of efficiency, provide rich customer

leading player within the industry.

experience and greater financial

Using expertise derived from over 20 years experience within the body

Auto Soft Core Value

rewards for your business.

repair industry has allowed Auto Soft to ensure that we directly meet
your training needs and ensure that we develop a personal relationship,
supporting your requirements to accelerate the success of your business.

* Auto Soft brings together the total bodyshop solution for your business which includes Paperless Office System.

Mumbai
India
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